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Abstract
This paper presents a qualitative study to explore how in-

dividuals perceive and verify visual digital certificates with
QR codes. During the COVID-19 pandemic, such certificates
have been used in the EU to provide standardized proof of
vaccination.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with N = 17 par-
ticipants responsible for verifying COVID-19 certificates as
part of their job. Using a two-fold thematic analysis approach,
we, among other things, identified and classified multiple be-
havioral patterns, including inadequate reliance on visual cues
as a proxy for proper digital verification.

We present design and structural recommendations based
on our findings, including conceptual changes and improve-
ments to storage and verification apps to limit shortcut oppor-
tunities. Our empirical findings are hence essential to improve
the usability, robustness, and effectiveness of visual digital
certificates and their verification.

1 Introduction

Barcodes are a visual yet machine-readable representation of
data. Historically, barcodes held very little data, merely repre-
senting a link to an external database (e.g., an article id, parcel
tracking number, concert tickets) or an external resource (e.g.,
URL). Thus, many barcode-based solutions, such as concert
tickets, rely on online verification or employ hard-to-forge
physical security measures, similar to passports [28].

Visual digital certificates can be (i) more privacy-
preserving since data is only processed locally, (ii) distributed
rapidly as no central authority needs to manufacture forge-
resistant prints, (iii) more sustainable and cost-efficient as
users do not need to print them or can do so at home, and (iv)
more robust against forgery. They facilitate high-density bar-
codes holding authoritative data secured by a digital signature.
So far, they have not been widely used in state-issued (but not
state-printed) certificates, passes, or other documents.
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Figure 1: A verifier scanning the vaccination data of an EU-
DCC certificate holder.

Soon after the COVID-19 pandemic was declared by the
WHO [53], many countries recognized the need to impose
limits on travel and entrance to public places based on vac-
cination, recovery, or testing status [9, 10]. In order to check
the status of a person, the European Union coordinated devel-
opment efforts on a standardized digital certificate, the EU
Digital COVID Certificate (EUDCC) [12]. Subsequently, the
EUDCC became the largest rollout of offline-verifiable state-
issued visual digital certificates to date. That is a digitally-
signed document usually presented in the form of a QR code
on a digital medium or in printed form. In order to verify such
a certificate, a person has to scan the QR code via an appro-
priate app (see Figure 1 and Section 2) to verify the signature.
Then the verifier needs to cross-check the certificate holder’s
identity using a legal ID.

However, this measure can only be effective if the verifi-
cation procedure is performed correctly. Anecdotal evidence
from news articles [26,49,51] as well as the authors’ personal
experiences, suggest that certificates are often insufficiently
or incorrectly verified. Verifiers would often merely look at
certificates without scanning the QR code, fail to cross-check
the holder’s identity via a picture ID, or simply not perform
any verification at all. These insufficient verification proce-
dures undermine the theoretical security guarantees of visual



digital certificates such as the EUDCC, and open the door
for malicious actors to use counterfeits and wrongfully claim
received vaccinations or negative tests.

Previous work [24, 36, 39] has demonstrated how users’
perceptions of a system influence their (insecure) usage, and
highlighted the importance of understanding users’ knowl-
edge about technical systems in order to provide them with
solutions they can use securely. In the context of COVID-19,
previous work has studied users’ perceptions about contact
tracing apps and their willingness to use them [27], investi-
gated worldwide deployment and proliferation of digital vac-
cination and testing certificates [30, 38], evaluated technical,
legal, and ethical implications of various proposed solutions
for digital vaccination certificates [37], developed decentral-
ized, privacy-preserving solutions for offline-verifiable cer-
tificates [19], and explored user perceptions of vaccination
certificates from the holders’ perspective [31].

However, to our knowledge, this is the first paper investigat-
ing visual digital certificates from the verifier’s perspective.
In particular, we show how they are processed in the wild
and elicit verifiers’ understanding of the underlying secu-
rity concepts. We conducted a qualitative study with N = 17
professionals responsible for regularly checking vaccination
certificates as part of their jobs. During semi-structured in-
terviews, we presented participants with three scenarios and
asked them to verify the EUDCCs of fictionalized customers.

We evaluated our data using a thematic analysis ap-
proach [8] with regard to participants’ verification behavior
and their understanding of the underlying system.

This paper provides the following four contributions:
(1) detailed descriptions of the building blocks constituting

verification processes in the wild,
(2) findings on behavioral patterns that can be classified as

four distinct types of verification behavior,
(3) insights into users, i.e., verifiers’ perceptions of the sys-

tem with regard to threat models, and
(4) implications for the design of visual digital certificates

as well as directions for future research.
The study, therefore, advances security and privacy efforts

related to visual digital certificates. User authentication, cryp-
tographic methods’ usability, and private data handling are
core security and privacy research topics. As new applica-
tions for digital visual certificates are discussed (e.g., digital
driver’s licenses [52]), it becomes essential to understand the
implications and perspective of the enforcing personnel. The
security and other goals of this and future deployments can
only be met with the correct application of the verification
procedure.

2 Background

The EUDCC, colloquially green pass, is the largest rollout of
a new generation of offline-verifiable state-issued but not state-

printed authentication documents, certificates, and passes. In-
stead of relying on hard-to-forge physical security measures,
these documents contain (or entirely consist of) a digitally-
signed QR code. In the case of the EUDCC, these certificates
attest to a specific testing, recovery, or vaccination status to en-
force pandemic-induced limitations on travel and admission.
The effectiveness of such QR code-based certificates –current
and any new future uses– heavily relies on correct verification
by the enforcing personnel. Throughout this paper, we use
the following terminology to refer to the people involved in
the EUDCC verification process:

Certificate holder refers to the person who owns the certifi-
cate and presents it in the process of requesting admission to
a certain venue (e.g., gym, bar). In the context of this work,
customer and presenter are synonyms for a certificate holder.

Verifier refers to the person responsible for checking a
certificate. We focus on individuals who have to verify certifi-
cates as part of their daily job routine (e.g., waiters, bouncers).
We use the term verifier in accordance with the relevant legal
documents and technical specification [18, 20]. Technically,
this role performs both verification of the signature as well
as validation of the vaccination certificate according to the
respective rules applying to their work environment.

2.1 EUDCC Verification

The verification procedure (depicted in Figure 2) is equiv-
alent for both the paper and digital version of the EUDCC,
as specified by the eHealth Network’s technical specifica-
tion [18]. First, the certificate holder, requests admission to
an entry-restricted venue. An authorized staff member of that
venue, the verifier, is responsible for checking the holder’s
certificate and granting access based on the current state legis-
lation or private venue rules. Therefore, the certificate holder
presents the proper EUDCC. The verifier uses any authorized
verification app on a compatible device to scan the QR code
containing the digital certificate. Then, the verifier obtains the
name and date of birth (DoB) from the scanned certificate,
while disregarding any of the information included along the
QR code on the paper or application used to display the EU-
DCC. To tie the EUDCC to a person, they then demand a
legal photo ID (e.g., passport, state-issued picture ID, driving
license) and verify the identity of the person by matching the
name and date of birth to the certificate and the picture to
the person. If all steps are completed, the verifier decides on
admission based on the status (e.g., testing, vaccination, and
elapsed time).

2.2 EUDCC Apps in Germany

We conducted our study in Germany, where several applica-
tions exist to present and verify the EUDCC. The two most
popular apps for storing digital COVID certificates are Cov-
Pass [44] and Corona-Warn-App [42]. Both applications are
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Figure 2: Correct EUDCC verification process. Note: human-
readable data from the certificate must not be used, even if
provided.

open-source projects. They can hold multiple certificates and
display the contents of each EUDCC as a QR code and in
human-readable form. The latter is intended for the certifi-
cate holder but not for verification purposes [12, 44]. Notable
updates for both apps, introduced in late 2021 [1, 2], added a
warning stating that the QR code needs verification with an
appropriate app. Since February 2022, there has been a limit
on the number of certificates that can be stored to prevent
misuse [3].

The most popular verifier app is CovPassCheck [45]. This
publicly available app allows scanning and verifying the EU-
DCC offline, i.e., without an active internet connection. The
app only occasionally needs to download the necessary check-
ing rules and key signature material from the national back-
end [17]. Starting with version 1.17, the app included a feature
for validating certificates under a variety of legal regulations.
Before this update, verifiers had to manually check a cus-
tomer’s vaccination count to determine compliance with legal
requirements [4].

3 Related Work

We summarize previous work about user understanding and
decision making in the context of security, demonstrating the
importance of investigating end-users’ understanding and how
this leads to different security behavior. We also discuss work
on digital vaccination certificates focusing on end-users and
the technical implementation of the technology.

The presented related works below show the technical fea-
sibility, end-users’ willingness for adoption, and how bad se-
curity practices can be reduced. However, they do not answer
why people commonly perform incorrect verification, which
involves decision making influenced by their understanding
of the technology.

3.1 User Understanding and Decision Making
in Security

Research on users’ understanding of security and how it af-
fects their response to certain risks demonstrates that it is

helpful to build an understanding of certain technologies in
end-users with appropriate risk communication to promote
safer decision making. However, technical education alone
is not sufficient. Policies and respective systems should en-
sure security for these users. Previous work has shown that
users’ understanding plays an essential role in their security-
relevant decision making in other contexts such as browsing
the web or casting and verifying votes in the digital space.
However, related work mostly considered non-professional
users, making predominantly passive decisions. In contrast,
we investigate the professional verifiers’ side, which requires
conscious decision making. Our goal is to identify the percep-
tions and understanding that influence the verifiers’ decision
making, specifically in our context.

Camp [11] highlights that although security concerns have
been steadily increasing, security tools are not widely used.
Specifically, in computer security, this can lead to inadequate
risk perception due to ineffective risk communication. Camp
concluded that using suitable mental models to communicate
risks in different situations is essential and can improve risk
communication if used correctly.

Spero et al. [48] reviewed cognitive science and cybersecu-
rity literature to show that UI design inhibits mental models
by concealing most of the security-relevant aspects of soft-
ware functionality. This impairs users’ ability to detect threats
and take appropriate measures to protect themselves. The
authors conclude that accurate mental models are required to
guide secure actions.

Zollinger et al. [54] developed a mobile application for
vote-casting and vote-verification with a more user-oriented
design than past solutions and tested their interface in inter-
views with 38 participants to collect user experience data.
They found that an understanding of the verification phase
has to be facilitated as users are not aware of the purpose
of the verification. The authors concluded that an easy-to-
perform verification mechanism is helpful but not sufficient
to convince users of the security behind the system.

A qualitative study by Stojmenović et al. [50] investigated
non-expert users’ mental models of website certificates. They
tested an interactive interface designed for building mental
models of web certificates with the goal of alleviating the lack
of mental models these users have. After the 21 participants
used the interface, they exhibited increased trust in websites
with Extended Validation (EV) certificates while demonstrat-
ing lower trust in websites without such certificates. This lead
to safer decisions online.

Previous work in the domain of users’ understanding of se-
curity on the internet has come to different conclusions about
how individuals’ internet knowledge affects their security de-
cisions. Kang et al. [29] explored this further to determine
how certain knowledge affects users’ responses to potential
risks by conducting a qualitative study with technical and non-
technical participants. They reported that while participants
with different technical education or experience showed dif-



ferent mental models of how the internet works, these factors
were mostly not predictive of their behavior regarding their
own security. The authors suggest emphasizing on policies
and systems that protect security without relying too much on
users’ security practices.

3.2 COVID-19 Digital Vaccination Certificate

Before the EUDCC rollout, prototypes and studies had been
used to test the feasibility of digital vaccination certificates.

User preferences of COVID vaccination certificates were
studied with 599 participants in Germany by Kowalewski et
al. [31] in an online study conducted prior to the EUDCC
rollout in July 2021. They investigated five paper-based and
app-based designs, including one similar to the official app-
based solution deployed at the time of writing. The results
indicate that, in general, the willingness to use and utility
of vaccination certificates were perceived positively with a
preference for paper-based solutions. It is important to note
that this is the certificate holders’ preference, whereas the
perspective of the certificate verifiers was not the focus of this
paper.

Eisenstadt et al. [19] built a proof-of-concept mobile phone
app and server architecture to demonstrate the feasibility of
digital vaccination certificates. The solution allowed the end-
user to present a vaccination certificate while not revealing
other personal information. Although the EUDCC is imple-
mented differently, their work demonstrated the general feasi-
bility of the technology.

4 Methodology

Anecdotal evidence [26, 49, 51] suggests that the verification
process of digital COVID certificates is often done insuffi-
ciently. Since a correct verification process is crucial for the
security of any system relying on visual digital certificates,
and previous research [24, 36, 39] has demonstrated the im-
portance of understanding users’ perceptions about a system
for a secure behavior, we sought to close an important gap in
the literature by answering the following research questions:

RQ1 How do professional1 users verify the EUDCC?

RQ2 What understanding do professional users have of the
underlying verification process of the EUDCC?

Due to the nature of our research questions, we followed an in-
ductive exploratory approach and conducted semi-structured
interviews that we later analyzed using thematic analysis. Sim-
ilar approaches have been used by previous work [5, 39] to
investigate users’ understanding of technical systems as well
as investigate formerly unexplored topics without requiring a

1Professional refers to individuals who verify vaccination certificates as
part of their duties at work

pre-established theory. In the following, we provide details
on data collection and analysis.

4.1 Interview Structure and Procedure
To start, we briefed the participants about the topic of the study
and how their data was going to be handled. As presented
in the interview guideline (see Appendix A), the interview
consists of three main parts plus a final demographic ques-
tionnaire. For the first part, we asked participants a series of
warm-up questions about their current job, such as how often
they typically verify an EUDCC during a working day. The
second part consists of three different scenarios in a set order.
Each scenario consists of a fictionalized person, who requests
access to the participant’s venue. To do so, the person presents
a digital COVID certificate. We asked our participants to per-
form verification as they would do in real life. To further
enhance the immersion, we presented them with a portrait
of the fictionalized customer, for whom we also prepared a
fabricated ID. The interviewer would present this ID upon re-
quest, reflecting common real-world behavior. Previous work
has shown that scenarios are a useful and effective tool for
understanding users’ perceptions of a system [6, 32, 39]. We
observed how participants evaluated the certificates in each
scenario and took notes on their behavior.

We conducted interviews between December 2021 and
May 2022. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic most
of them (15/17) took place online over video call. For the
two in-person interviews we presented the scenario materials
(certificates, pictures, IDs) on a smartphone or in printed-out
form on paper. For the online interviews, we created HTML
Image Maps to mimic the interaction with a physical device
(see Appendix C). The interviewer presented the scenarios
via screen sharing and enabled remote control for participants.
Finally, we asked participants to summarize the whole process
of verifying EUDCCs. We furthermore collected data about
their concrete understanding of the verification process of the
EUDCC by inquiring about potential attack vectors they can
come up with, as well as how and where they learned about
the process.

Following the interview, we gave participants the chance
to ask any remaining questions. Afterward, we explained the
correct verification process to them if they lacked sufficient
understanding. Finally, we explained the purpose and motiva-
tion for the study.

Scenarios The three scenarios and the order in which we
presented them were designed to encourage participants to
share a large amount of their perceptions and understanding.
We achieved this by varying the familiarity of the UI, the
information visible on the certificates, as well as including an
analog certificate. This made it more likely that the partici-
pants would talk about different aspects of their understanding
instead of focusing on one for all three scenarios. The scenar-
ios cover both digital and analog modes of the EUDCC. For



the former, we chose to use a well-known application (the
German CovPass app [44]) as well as an alternative UI we
constructed such that participants would not have been able
to encounter it prior to the study.

For each scenario, we constructed a fictionalized person by
combining the personally identifiable information (PII) from
the respective certificate with an AI-generated picture. Partic-
ipants can see the picture alongside the certificate. This detail
is crucial since a complete verification includes matching
the certificate to the holder (i.e., by cross-checking personal
details with an official photo ID). For each person, we cre-
ate a matching ID card, which we would show participants
upon request during the verification process. We used real
and valid certificates to maximize ecological validity since
self-generated certificates would not be accepted by an of-
ficial verification app, which our participants used at work.
These certificates were thankfully provided to us by friends
and family members who gave us their explicit consent to
use the certificates for our study after we explained the study
design in detail.

While medical data is generally sensitive, the information
provided through the certificate is regularly presented when
visiting an access-restricted facility.

To further protect the identity of the original certificate
holders in the scenarios, we used an AI-generated picture
instead of the actual photo, as well as fabricated IDs. These
IDs included the real name and date of birth, matching the
data in the certificates, along with fabricated information such
as picture, ID number, place of birth, and expiration date. See
Figure 4d in Appendix C for an example. After the inter-
view, we explained to participants who had stored a certificate
persistently that their behavior violates people’s privacy.

1. CovPass The first scenario (see Figure 4a in Appendix C)
includes the EUDCC stored with the CovPass app from the
German public health institute (Robert Koch-Institut) [44].
We chose this application since it appears to be the most
widespread one in Germany for this purpose. While there are
no public numbers on the number of active users, as of Oc-
tober 2022, the app has over 107,000 reviews and 10 million
downloads on the Google Play store [43] which points to a
significant user base considering Germany’s total population
of around 84.0 million [23]. We, therefore, assume that most
participants are familiar with this interface so that they can
share their basic understanding of the verification process.
The certificate is presented by a young man. For the online
interviews, we recreated the interface allowing full interaction
and mimicing the CovPass app. Participants can navigate to
sub-menus to reveal detailed information about the certificate.

2. Obscure UI The second scenario (Figure 4b in Ap-
pendix C) is also presented on a smartphone and consists
of a QR code embedded into an obscure UI, specifically cho-
sen to be unfamiliar. The certificate is shown as part of a
custom-made digital pass with a black background and some

text that does not contain any relevant information, like the
name of the certificate holder or date of vaccination. We used
Apple Wallet, which allows custom-made passes but has a
neutral UI otherwise. Furthermore, the app does not provide
any additional interaction, thus prohibiting participants from
verifying personal information manually. We included this
scenario to understand participants’ perceptions more pre-
cisely as they are still being presented with a valid certificate.
Still, they cannot rely on data displayed on-screen or inter-
action with the certificate for verification. The certificate is
presented by a middle-aged woman.

3. Paper The third scenario (Figure 4c in Appendix C)
includes a printed version of the EUDCC on paper. We ex-
pected most participants to be familiar with this document,
as most people in Germany will receive their certificate in
this form upon getting vaccinated [22]. It can serve as an ana-
log replacement for, e.g., less tech-savvy users or individuals
without smartphones. The third scenario is similar to the first
scenario in the information shown and the familiarity to most
users. It is distinct by the physical form factor as opposed to
the digital certificate. The certificate is presented by a young
woman. The online version allows the participant to zoom in
on different document areas.

We presented the scenarios in this order to get a thorough
picture of the participants’ perceptions. We chose to present
the most prevalent scenario first to get a basic understanding
of the verification process and give participants an easy start.
We followed up with the obscure scenario to challenge par-
ticipants and get them out of their comfort zone. The final
scenario covers certificates that are not presented on a smart-
phone to get insights into whether participants would perform
a different verification based on the form factor. While going
through the scenarios, we asked participants to verify each
certificate as they would do at their workplace. We also en-
couraged them to explain their thought process in as much
detail as possible and asked follow-up questions.

Pilot Interviews We validated our interview setup with
two pilot interviews done remotely. Based on the results, we
implemented the following changes to the interview guideline:
Initially, we did not include pictures of the person presenting
the certificate. To make scenarios more realistic, we showed
the face of the fictional certificate holder alongside the
certificate after the first pilot interview. We furthermore made
minor adjustments to the demographics form. Specifically, we
opted to ask the question about digital signature knowledge
verbally rather than in the survey such that we could clarify
any misunderstandings participants had with the question.
The pilot study also confirmed our initial expectations for the
interview’s duration to be around 30 minutes. The changes
that we made to the study design were minor and did not have
a noticeable impact on the first two interviews which is why
we decided to include the pilot interviews in the final data set.



4.2 Data Analysis

We transcribed the audio recordings at an orthographic level
while preserving longer pauses and other non-verbal cues
if deemed necessary. We did not translate interviews, as all
researchers involved in the project are fluent in German. Af-
terward, we read the data multiple times to get a better un-
derstanding of our interviews. In order to analyze our data
and provide answers to the research questions, we chose a
two-fold approach, based on the thematic analysis approach
as described by Braun and Clarke [8].

For RQ1, two researchers individually coded disjoint sub-
sets of the interviews without prior discussion (open coding).
Then, they merged their codebooks together, discussing codes,
joining and splitting them as necessary. They also restructured
the codebook and grouped related codes into categories. The
resulting mind map and codebook, together with notes we
took throughout the process, formed the basis for the thematic
analysis. After the initial analysis, we agreed to construct
types of verification behavior. One researcher constructed
these types, which can be described as a specific form of
theme, by iteratively going through the data, enhancing the
types, and checking back if they still fit with previously seen
data. We then discussed the resulting types, polishing them in
the process.

For RQ2, one researcher performed open coding on an ini-
tial subset of five interviews. A second researcher used the
resulting codebook to code the same transcripts. The Cohen’s
Kappa after this step was 0.72, which indicates a satisfactory
agreement between the coders [34]. Both researchers met
to discuss their results, especially mismatches in the coding.
After resolving misunderstandings and adjusting for inac-
curacies in the coding process, the value for Cohen’s Kappa
increased to 0.89, indicating an almost perfect agreement [34].
As a result of this discussion, we also adjusted the codebook
by removing, adding and updating codes as necessary.

After this step, one researcher coded the remaining inter-
views, while only sparsely adding new codes when necessary.
The same researcher then performed an axial coding step
and started developing higher-level themes with the second
researcher from initial ideas noted during the coding pro-
cess. The first researcher continued this process of developing
higher-level themes and wrote the report.

4.3 Recruitment and Participants

We recruited personnel from workplaces where it was manda-
tory to verify the EUDCC on a regular basis at some point
during the pandemic. At the time of this study, this included
most retail stores, restaurants, and other indoor venues such as
theaters and cinemas. We recruited participants both locally
(talking to people at their workplace, flyers) in Saarbrücken,
Germany, as well as through an email campaign. Since leg-
islation differs among German states, we only recruited par-

ticipants in the state of Saarland to ensure that all verifiers
operated under the same legal framework.

In total, we recruited 17 participants (summarized in Ta-
ble 1). We stopped recruiting after 14 participants and started
analyzing our data, since we suspected to have reached satu-
ration at this point. We later conducted three more interviews
which confirmed our presumption. Due to the ongoing pan-
demic, we conducted most interviews (15/17) online. We
interviewed the remaining two participants at our facility and
their workplace, respectively. Each participant received a 15
Euro Amazon voucher as compensation.

We recruited twelve women and five men. Their average
age was 32.9 (δ = 24.1, median = 30). Five participants com-
pleted secondary school, seven completed high school, and
five held a bachelor’s or master’s degree. We also questioned
participants about their smartphone usage and their habit of in-
teracting with an app to store the EUDCC. Seven participants
reported using a smartphone frequently, eight reported regu-
lar usage and two disclosed very low usage. Ten participants
reported using an EUDCC storage app frequently, with three
reporting using one sometimes. The remaining four disclosed
rarely using a storage app or not at all.

We managed to recruit participants holding a variety of jobs:
five people worked in a theater or cinema, three had a job in a
restaurant or bar, three worked in retail, two participants were
gym employees, two front office workers at a large company,
and one participant each was a hairdresser and paramedic
respectively. In total, we interviewed people from 14 different
workplaces.

Table 1: Participant demographics (N = 17).

Demographics Participants (%)

Gender
Female 12 (70.6%)
Male 5 (29.4%)

Age
18 - 28 7 (41.2%)
29 - 39 5 (29.4%)
40 - 50 3 (17.6%)
51+ 2 (11.8%)

Highest Education
Secondary School 5 (29.4%)
High School 7 (41.2%)
Bachelor’s, Master’s 5 (29.4%)

Workplace
Theater, Cinema 5 (29.4%)
Retail 3 (17.6%)
Restaurant, Bar 3 (17.6%)
Front Office 2 (11.8%)
Gym 2 (11.8%)
Hairdresser 1 (5.9%)
Paramedic 1 (5.9%)



4.4 Ethical Considerations
This study has been reviewed and approved by our institu-
tion’s ethical review board (ERB). The study design mini-
mizes the collection of personally identifiable information
as far as practical and all the collected data is stored and
processed in line with GDPR. Every participant filled out
a consent form and was given the opportunity to ask ques-
tions about the study before, during, and after the interview.
We informed participants about their right of consent with-
drawal or stopping the interview at any time including after
the interview.

5 Results

In this section, we present answers to our research questions.
We obtained these findings through a qualitative analysis of
our data. We evaluated both the transcribed interviews and our
observations of how participants verify certificates during the
scenarios (see Section 4.1). First, we report the results relevant
to RQ1: How do professional users verify the EUDCC?

These findings help us understand how the verification is
regularly performed by professionals in real-world contexts
giving us a more accurate picture of the distinct processes
and subtle differences that occur in such a complex system
outside of a controlled environment.

Throughout this section, we refer to participants as P1-17.
We translated all direct quotes from German.

5.1 Verification Patterns
We analyzed our data as described in Section 4.2 to identify
how users verify EUDCCs in a professional environment. We
observed different behavioral building blocks which constitute
our participants’ verification approaches. We report the results
obtained from the open and axial coding steps.

Scanning The dominant step in the verification process was
scanning the certificate. Users would use a smartphone to
scan a customer’s QR code and rely on the result displayed
by the verification app. While almost all participants used a
designated verification app (e.g., CovPassCheck), one partic-
ipant reported using the same app as for keeping their own
certificate (see Section 2.2), hence storing all certificates per-
manently on their device. Most participants who regularly
scanned certificates, stated to have received a suitable device
from their workplace, others used their private smartphone.

“He can show me [the certificate] and then I scan
it with my phone or with the phone from work. You
have to do that. So I open my phone, I put it on the
QR code, then I get a name and how old he is.” - P3

However, some participants in our study were not aware that
the verification app is publicly available for all devices. They
thought that only authorized entities had access.

“It’s mainly for businesses. As an individual, you
have this certificate, you have this [storage] app,
and for the company there is another app [...] and
unfortunately we don’t have this app.” - P9

Participants reported that scanning occasionally fails due to
wrinkled paper or reflections. Then they felt the need to revert
to alternative methods.

Checking ID Verifying the claimed identity of the certifi-
cate holder was another important step in most participants’
verification process. For the most part, it involved matching
the face, name, and date of birth using the presented picture
ID.

“I scan [the certificate] and get the name of the
person in my app, can then compare it with the ID
and thus verify the identity of this person.” - P13

While most participants used the data obtained by scanning
the certificate, some gathered the relevant information directly
from the presentation medium, i.e., the app in the first or the
paper in the third scenario. A few users put in extra effort
when checking the ID card, such as verifying that it was still
valid.

Visual Verification Besides scanning the QR code, we
found that participants were taking into account additional
information visible to them when assessing a certificate. This
information comes in different shapes. Verifiers would look
for personal data present alongside the certificate, e.g., date
of vaccination. This kind of information is included either in
submenus of the app or on the paper version and is intended
for the certificate holder, but not for verification purposes.

“You can obviously see [the information] when you
scroll down, actually you should tap on it, and then
there is all this information.” - P1

The same users might then self-assess the plausibility of the
data, e.g., whether the date of vaccination is realistic for the
perceived demographic of the customer. Our participants also
considered visual cues of the presentation medium. These
are features of the app’s UI or design properties of the paper
certificate, e.g., colors and fonts.

“The first thing that always catches the eye is that
it is dark blue, which is always the case when the
person is fully vaccinated.” - P2

Participants demonstrated to have specific expectations of
what a certificate should look like. These were mostly based
on what they are used to seeing (including their personal
certificate), but partially also on what supervisors told them.
Most participants were familiar with the certificates presented
in scenarios one and three.

“I know what it looks like in my Corona app, my
vaccination certificate, and I just make sure that it
looks like mine, because mine is real.” - P2



Several participants explicitly checked whether the customer
presented them with a picture of a certificate, e.g., a screenshot
of an app. In scenarios one and two, they would interact with
the device by trying to click or scroll through the contents.

Assessment of Certificate Holder The final building block
was a person assessment of the certificate holder. Some partic-
ipants assessed a customer’s vaccination claim on the basis of
trust. They would, in most cases, perform a visual verification,
e.g., check if PII would match the appearance of the certificate
holder, and then verify the validity based on the perceived
trustworthiness of the person in front of them.

“[The woman in scenario two] looks very trustwor-
thy. I don’t expect her to download anything fake
and show it to me.” - P10

Some participants demonstrated to be open to explanations
from the presenter if a certificate would fail their initial verifi-
cation. Again, these users would then perform an assessment
of the person’s credibility.

Furthermore, participants reported verifying less strictly
if they anticipate negative consequences based on their as-
sessment of the presenter. We distinguished between direct
consequences, where verifiers felt intimidated by customers
or feared immediate (physical) repercussions, and indirect
consequences, i.e., entailing negative reactions from their su-
pervisor or employer, such as losing their job after checking
specific important customers.

“As a young woman, it once happened to me that
a few guys came in and they all obviously had a
screenshot. I worked alone so unfortunately I could
do nothing but accept it.” - P1

Additionally, the medium the customer presents the certificate
on also reflects on them. Some verifiers would get suspicious
when customers presented the paper version, as we recreated
in the third scenario. However, this only applies when they
perceive the holder as tech-savvy enough to use a digital
certificate.

Takeaways

We identified the main building blocks of verification
behavior our participants employ when checking cer-
tificates. While most used the appropriate app, one par-
ticipant employed the storage app for scanning. Some
participants were not aware that official verification apps
are publicly available. Checking IDs was straightfor-
ward, but some participants would match PII to data
included alongside the QR code rather than the informa-
tion obtained from scanning the certificate. In addition
to the technically correct process, verifiers would check
visual cues of the EUDCC and assess certificate holders’
trustworthiness.

5.2 Verification Behavior
The behavioral patterns above constitute building blocks for
different verifier classes. Based on a thematic analysis of our
data, we developed four distinct types, which look as follows:

Type I: Consistent & Correct
This type of behavior judges the validity of a document

solely on the result obtained from the verification app. It dis-
plays a consistent verification procedure (observed across all
scenarios), which follows the correct process as detailed in
Section 2.1. This approach can be best described as straight-
forward in that corresponding users will scan a person’s cer-
tificate upon presentation without considering superfluous
aspects such as, e.g., the app used to store the certificate or
the appearance of the certificate holder. Users showing this
type of verification behavior also never fail to cross-check
the identity of the certificate holder with an official identity
document. Based on our data, we theorize that this type is
founded on a strong trust in the verification app and/or the
EUDCC’s underlying system.

Type II: Augmented Verification
Similar to Type I, this type is characterized by also scanning

all certificates presented, but also involves examining addi-
tional information in the verification process. This additional
information could stem from a visual verification of the certifi-
cate and its data. Users demonstrating this behavior will, for
instance, get suspicious if the certificate deviates from their
expectations. An assessment of the certificate holder could
lead to suspicion in a similar way. However, these suspicions
will not directly influence the verification process, i.e., users
demonstrating this behavior will scan a certificate regardless
of whether they are suspicious or not. While Type II behavior
almost always includes cross-checking with an ID, we theo-
rize that users showing this behavior, in comparison to Type
I, have less trust in the app/the underlying system, or apply
different threat models.

Type III: Selectively Scanning
Type III is characterized by an inconsistent verification

process which involves scanning the certificate only occasion-
ally. Users demonstrating this behavior will judge certificates
primarily on the basis of a visual verification, while occasion-
ally also relying on an assessment of the certificate holder.
Similar to Type II, they will look at personal data and visual
cues present alongside the QR code. If any details are outside
of what users perceive as ordinary, this will raise suspicion
and trigger scanning the certificate as an additional verifica-
tion measure. We observed most suspicions when discussing
the second scenario. The unfamiliar UI and lack of visual
information made verifiers skeptical. Practicality was another
potential justification for scanning only occasionally. Users
perceived scanning a certificate as more time-consuming than
a visual or trust-based verification.
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Figure 3: Verification behavior types based on behavioral
patterns

Type IV: Fallback Verification

The fourth type distinguishes itself by generally not scan-
ning certificates, even though corresponding verifiers are well
aware of that option. However, from their point of view, they
lack the necessary hard- or software to do so. While some
might be under the impression that a specialized device is
needed for scanning, others explicitly do not want to use their
personal phone at work. Similarly, some verifiers are under
the impression that only authorized entities, such as business
owners, can access the required software.

In all Type IV cases, the employer did not provide a suitable
device to their employees. In the absence of the possibility
to scan the certificate, users fall back on employing visual
verification as well as a trust-based assessment of the certifi-
cate holder to determine the validity. In cases where none
of these strategies work, users would eventually reach out to
a supervisor for assistance or resort to the WHO-style ana-
log International Certificate of Vaccination or Prophylaxis
(ICVP), if available. When discussing the second scenario,
participants exhibiting Type IV behavior commonly argued
that they could not determine the validity since it featured no
information for visual verification.

Takeaways

We identified four types of verification behavior (see
Figure 3), comprised of the building blocks described
in Section 5.1. Type I performs a correct and secure
verification. Type II carries out all necessary steps but
also includes unnecessary visual and trust-based verifica-
tion, indicating a distinct understanding and threat model.
Type III occasionally performs a technically correct ver-
ification but will more often rely on gut feeling when
assessing a vaccination claim. Finally, Type IV does not
scan and incorrectly resorts to assessing the plausibility
of available visual information. Table 2 presents our par-
ticipants’ observed resources, knowledge, and behavior,
along with the type we assigned them.

5.3 Users’ Understanding of Verification

In this section, we address RQ2: What understanding do pro-
fessional users have of the underlying verification process of
the EUDCC? We report the results of the thematic analysis
we performed on the transcribed interviews. Our results sug-
gest that users’ perceived threat models with respect to the
EUDCC verification procedure are a fundamental component
of their underlying understanding.

5.3.1 Threat Models

We found that the threat models users have in the context of
the EUDCC verification procedure are a crucial part of their
understanding, as verifiers would often justify their behavior
with perceived risks.

Screenshots The most commonly mentioned threat were
screenshots. Some participants assumed screenshots to be
invalid in every case hinting at an incorrect understanding of
the technology or a very high level of caution. Other verifiers
explained that they become suspicious when presented with
a screenshot. However, they would not immediately assume
invalidity or forgery as displayed by Type II behavior. Instead,
their suspicion arises out of knowledge about possible image
manipulation of screenshots resulting in a visually legitimate
certificate as long as it is not scanned electronically. Out of
these users, most doubt that any manipulation is possible
inside the certificate storage app.

“[W]ith a screenshot, I cannot see that they are
inside the app, and you can also change [the certifi-
cate]. When I scroll around in the CovPass app, the
person cannot change anything, but with a screen-
shot you can just insert another QR code or some-
thing, I think[.]” - P12

Other screenshot-suspicious participants knew that properly
scanning the QR code could alleviate their distrust. Thus,
they demonstrated their awareness of the certificate being
securely contained within the QR code. They understand the
limited reliability of the human-readable data accompanying
the digital certificate.

Participants commonly mentioned presenting another per-
son’s certificate as a possible circumvention technique in
connection with screenshots. Such certificates could be ob-
tained from friends, family members, or even stolen. This is
also a reason why screenshots constitute suspicion in some
participants’ understanding. However, most participants also
mentioned that checking the ID mitigates this circumvention
technique.

Malicious Signed Certificates Several participants voiced
their concern about seemingly-correct signed certificates ob-
tained by individuals who are not eligible for it (i.e., have
not received the required vaccination). Their worries root in
how the German system can be abused by presenting a forged
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paper-based ICVP, also known as a Yellow Card, at a phar-
macy and get a EUDCC issued. Most users mentioning this
threat also understood that they could not detect a maliciously
signed EUDCC. Thus, they demonstrated awareness of the
limitations of the verification they perform.

“Maybe someone has a [paper-based ICVP], goes
to their general practitioner and tells them ’I lost
my document, can you issue a new one’ or at the
pharmacy, I heard many did this: they created a
counterfeit vaccination booklet, went to the phar-
macy and still received that QR code.” - P6

5.3.2 Technical Understanding of the Verification Pro-
cess

The understanding of the technical foundations of EUDCC
is generally weak, with few exceptions. While a strong un-
derstanding was an indicator of a correct verification in our
sample, the opposite is not true. A weak understanding did
not mean that an individual would perform an incorrect verifi-
cation.

Some participants who scanned the certificates with the
appropriate app (exhibited by behavior Type I & II) expressed

their trust in the tool to correctly verify the certificate without
knowing how it actually works. In these cases, the trust in the
technology motivated the correct behavior.

However, other participants who mostly performed the ver-
ification visually and considered this a proper technique (be-
havior Type III & IV) lacked the correct understanding of the
technology and also did not consider an additional tool nec-
essary. Based on their verification approach, they perceived
screenshots as a threat, further emphasizing missing technical
knowledge.

The paper and app-based variants of the EUDCC were
perceived differently by many participants, both by those ver-
ifying visually as well as by those scanning the certificates.
Most explained that they prefer to be presented with a cer-
tificate digitally as it is more secure than the paper-based
variant.

“When you have [the EUDCC] in the app, it is hard
to [forge] because you have to adjust it to your ID
and that’s why it’s hard, for example, when you get
[the EUDCC] from your father, then your date of
birth and name won’t be correct, that’s why I think
it’s much more secure in the app. There it is hard to
scan, I really don’t know how that would work. But
with a [paper] document it is obvious. Everyone
knows Photoshop.” - P3

These participants assume different security guarantees
between the two variants implying an incorrect perception
of the EUDCC regarding the notion that all of the necessary
information for the verification is stored inside the QR code.

A few users who demonstrated an understanding of the QR
code’s role in the technology also displayed less suspicion to-
wards unknown UI elements, indicating that it is beneficial to
have knowledge about some technical aspects of the EUDCC.

“I cannot imagine any [threats]. There is a [QR]
code: it is valid or it is not.” - P7

With one exception, none of the participants showed a good
understanding of digital signatures and what role they play
in the verification process. Furthermore, users who relied
mostly on visual verification had a particularly weak or no
understanding of digital signatures.

5.3.3 User Education

The information sources on the verification procedure var-
ied among participants. However, most did not learn the cor-
rect process solely from their employer, who was generally the
person requesting them to perform the verifications. Instead,
most participants learned their version of the verification pro-
cedure from elsewhere. Some reported looking it up on the
Internet themselves or learning it through public media such
as the news. Others mentioned that the process is easy and
self-explanatory. Notably, some of these users did not perform
the verification correctly.



“I informed myself on the Internet. It was some
official website, some ministry page.” - P11

During the interview phase, it became apparent that a very
small number of users were unaware that certificate verifica-
tion requires a separate app and they used a certificate storage
app for scanning instead. By doing this, they unintentionally
saved any scanned certificate persistently on their device, thus
violating the privacy of the certificate holder.

Takeaways

Participants have a varying understanding of the verifi-
cation process and technical aspects of the EUDCC. A
central part of this understanding are the verifiers’ threat
models, of which screenshots are the most prominent,
especially for verifiers performing a visual assessment.
Even though the verifier cannot detect them, maliciously
signed certificates were also commonly mentioned as
threats. The majority of the participants showed a weak
understanding of the technical foundations of the EU-
DCC, but this was not an indicator of incorrect verifi-
cation. Most participants did not solely learn the veri-
fication procedure from their employer but from other
sources such as the media.

6 Discussion

Machine-readable visual certificates are here to stay. The
economies of scale and ease of issuing make them cost-
effective and quick to deploy. They can be presented on paper
or smartphones, making them convenient for (tech-savvy)
users, and are verifiable offline (i.e., no infrastructure depen-
dence and better privacy). We can expect more future uses
for such documents. Hence, it is crucial to understand how
verifiers can be better supported in protecting the security and
privacy of digital certificates and their owners.

6.1 Verifiers Misuse Auxiliary Data

Our findings show that verifiers often looked at visual cues
presented alongside the QR code when assessing a certificate
(see Section 5.1), e.g., a blue border around the QR code. Sim-
ilarly, participants considered written information displayed
in the certificate storage app, such as the vaccination date or
the name.

Since the certificate holder is in complete control of their de-
vice, all information not included in the digital certificate, and
therefore not cryptographically signed, must not be assumed
authoritative. A motivated attacker could mimic a popular
storage app and display arbitrary data. By relying on such
cues and not checking the signature with an adequate tool,
the verifiers void the security guarantees.

Previous work [15,16,40,47] has shown that users are often
confused about the meaning of security indicators and wrong-
fully associate them with security guarantees, e.g., a web page
being trustworthy if a green HTTPS indicator is present. Sim-
ilar to what Dhamija et al. [15] and Bianchi et al. [7] found,
some participants did not consider (or underestimated) how
easily attackers can spoof a legitimate interface.

Therefore, we suggest removing visual cues and auxiliary
data (including the holder’s name) that are not relevant to the
verification process. Thus, verifiers are not tempted to mis-
use them. Most additional information that current certificate
storage apps provide is meant for the certificate holder, e.g.,
to check that the correct certificate was stored or to easily
identify an expired one. We suggest separating these two use
cases (i.e., verification vs. data inspection) into different areas
of the applications. Each should have a dedicated interface,
as opposed to one interface providing both features. The view
presenting the certificate should not contain any visual cues,
while the one for owners can make use of some indicators. In
doing so, the app can also easily convey which information
is needed for verification and which should be private to the
certificate holder.

6.2 Verifiers Have Incomplete Threat Aware-
ness

Most verifiers we interviewed demonstrated awareness of
threats coming from the certificate presenters (see Sec-
tion 5.3.1). Most commonly, these threats included presen-
ters showing screenshots of others’ certificates. Maliciously-
signed certificates without the holder being vaccinated were
also frequently mentioned. However, our participants rarely
talked about the threats resulting from their own incorrect ver-
ification – hinting at an incomplete understanding of the threat
landscape. This includes some participants infringing upon
the customers’ privacy by persistently storing certificates.

The fact that most participants lack understanding of the
verification process opens the door for abuse. For example,
suppose a presenter knows a certain verifier only glances at
the main screen of a certificate without scanning the QR code.
In that case, they may present a screenshot of someone else’s
certificate to enter a venue.

Camp [11] has shown that if security risks are not effec-
tively communicated, the perceptions of such risks can be in-
adequate and lead to insecure behavior. In addition, Zollinger
et al. [54] demonstrated that it is not only important for users
to know the correct procedure but that they also need to be
aware of the verification’s purpose to perform it properly.
Many of our participants knew about the requirement to scan
certificates. The fact that many still did not perform a correct
verification suggests that they did not fully understand the
purpose of doing so or the threats coming from this practice.
The possibility of shortcutting verification could also have
impacted their behavior in this context (see Section 6.1).



To facilitate a far-reaching and complete awareness of the
threats verifiers face, it is crucial for them to receive consistent
and coherent education not only about the correct verification
procedure but also about the threats they face, what can go
wrong, and how to react in such instances. The UIs of the ver-
ification and storage apps would also benefit from conveying
relevant threats in appropriate places to help verifiers retain
this knowledge over time. This advice extends beyond the
context of EUDCC verification to all similar systems utilizing
visual digital certificates, where verifiers are not fully aware
of the attack surface.

6.3 Structural Issues Lead to Inconsistent Ver-
ification

Our participants were subject to several structural inconsis-
tencies, as illustrated in Table 2: nearly half were not aware
of the official, publicly available verification apps, only some
employers provided a dedicated verification device, and their
knowledge of correct certificate verification came from sev-
eral (unofficial) sources. All these factors led to inconsis-
tent, often insecure verification behavior. Sometimes, veri-
fiers could not do their job properly due to fear of negative
repercussions by either the customers or their employers. We
also identified a potential conflict of interest: business owners
and personnel could be incentivized to let customers in to
increase their sales and tips, respectively. Hence, they might
be inclined to perform less rigorous checks.

Such issues cannot be solved by looking at the purely tech-
nical side. EU legislation made it necessary to develop the
EUDCC in a short time frame due to the immediate need for
privacy-preserving electronic vaccination proofs. The rushed
deployment, which focused on the technical aspects, underes-
timated the structural (legal) framework necessary for large-
scale deployment. Business owners, who often have little
knowledge about technical systems, were burdened with im-
plementing vaccination-based access restrictions. These cir-
cumstances led to our participants’ varying resources, knowl-
edge, and behaviors, leaving them confused and unsure about
key elements of the verification process, e.g., the proper re-
sponse when detecting fake certificates.

We recommend that future systems come with action-
able guidelines that cover coherent verifier education and
are backed by a legal requirement for compliance. Employers
must provide verifiers with an appropriate verification device
and software. Doing so can also help mitigate the privacy
threat of verifiers persistently storing certificates. Further-
more, it is necessary to create awareness of real-life condi-
tions such as non-compliant certificate holders trying to skirt
legal restrictions. Verifiers must have clear legislation-backed
guidelines on how to behave in such cases, e.g., contacting
the employer or authorities. As for the conflict of interest for
the personnel, splitting the verifier and service role could aid
in disarming it.

6.4 Transferring Our Insights to Other Con-
texts and Future Research

EUDCC was not the first European system to use digitally-
secured paper passes but is arguably the biggest one. Due to
many rail companies operating cross-country trips in Europe,
often with personnel changing at borders, rail companies in-
troduced digitally signed tickets a decade ago [21]. Visual
digital certificates are also discussed for digital driver’s li-
censes [52] or digitally signed drug prescriptions [25], among
others.

Depending on the context, some requirements for visual
digital certificates can be accomplished more easily than oth-
ers: police officers, for instance, can be centrally trained to
verify driver’s licenses, which is more difficult to accomplish
for employees of independent pharmacies when it comes to
prescriptions. Similarly, depending on the typical work envi-
ronment, verification devices can be installed on-site (e.g., at
the entrance of a concert venue) or need to be mobile (e.g.,
in trains), which might require providing a device to each
individual verifier. Issues surrounding missing knowledge
about threat models are likely to persist across contexts where
verifiers are commonly less tech-savvy. This can be espe-
cially relevant when deploying digital certificates to replace
an established system. Many analog documents rely on visual
cues to assert authenticity, such as holograms on driver’s li-
censes [46]. Therefore, extra effort is necessary, both from
a design perspective as well as training, to adapt verifiers’
behavior to the new security features.

Finally, a decisive factor to consider is the verifiers’ moti-
vation. As mentioned above, in the COVID setting, we saw a
potential conflict of interest. This does not necessarily hold
in other contexts, e.g., train companies inspecting passengers’
tickets, where a sub-par verification would lead to a decrease
in revenue.

For future work, we suggest investigating visual digital cer-
tificates in contexts beyond COVID certificates and expand-
ing on verification behavior in a broader way. Furthermore,
QR codes are an interesting topic when used in such circum-
stances, as they are often still wrongly associated primarily
with marketing (e.g., on billboards) or games. Past research
mostly focused on those aspects as well as partially on secu-
rity and privacy aspects [13, 14, 33, 35]. Future work should
expand on users’ understanding of QR codes as carriers for
digital certificates and other security-related applications.

6.5 Limitations

Previous work [41] has shown that privacy awareness can
impact people’s privacy behavior. Thus, verifiers’ awareness
of potential privacy infringements might influence their be-
havior. However, we did not collect data on participants’ at-
titudes towards vaccine mandates or a general aversion to
state-mandated regulations. More detailed information on



work experience with digital certificate verification could pro-
vide further insights. To keep the study simple and to avoid
fatigue, we only asked for an estimate of verification proce-
dures per work day and how long they had been verifying
certificates.

We carefully chose three scenarios to cover the most com-
mon real-world situations from the participant’s point of view
while also investigating their understanding of the technol-
ogy. However, more real-world situations remain for future
work to investigate. Furthermore, while some observations
are specific to certain scenarios, others are consistent across
scenarios, as indicated in the results. The scenario ordering
and legislation at the time of the study may have introduced
further limitations. Due to the pandemic, we conducted an
online lab study, which can introduce biases (e.g., response
bias) compared to real-world observations.

7 Conclusion

Visual digital certificates are becoming increasingly common
and are considered the future technology for digital driving
licenses. However, the effectiveness of such visual digital
certificates heavily relies on correct handling by the enforcing
personnel.

We explored how professionals in various industries verify
the QR-code-based EUDCC as part of their job. We examined
and tested their understanding of the security features and
their verification.

We identified and classified varying behavior patterns, in-
cluding inadequate reliance on visual cues as a proxy for
proper digital verification. These patterns and our findings
on verifiers’ benefit and threat perceptions of visual digital
certificates allow us to understand user behavior and pro-
vide directions for exploring the design space. Our empirical
results and discussion of future research directions with a
strong focus on user perspectives are essential for improving
the robustness of visual digital certificates and helping ensure
theoretical security benefits in practice.
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A Interview Guideline

This is the English translation of the interview guideline. Ac-
tions taken by the interviewer are denoted in italic.

Introduction

Greet participant, introduce interviewer and topic: “Hello,
thank you for participating in this interview about the verifi-
cation of the EUDCC”
Hand out consent sheet, explaining purpose of study and how
data is going to be used. After the consent sheet has been read
and signed, commence with the interview and start the audio
recording. “We are going to start with the interview now if
you have no questions at the moment.”
Wait for and answer questions. “First of all, I want to ask you
some quick questions about your job so I can put your later
answers in context better.”

• What is your job title?

• How long have you been working this job?

• How often do you usually check Digital COVID Certifi-
cates during one working day?

Verification Task

Transition to Verification task: “Thanks for your answers so
far. Now we will start with a task where I will present you
with a few scenarios which include a person that comes to you
with their COVID certificate and all you have to do is verify
them as you would do in your everyday life at work. Since we
have to do this online I would like to ask you to view these
scenarios as if they were happening in the real-world. Please
keep in mind that this is no test and I simply want to learn how
you would usually do this. There are no rules or restrictions
on how you can go about this. I just want to know if the
certificates are valid and how you came to that conclusion so
thinking out loud and explaining your reasoning as detailed
as possible is very welcome. Also, if you have any questions
you can ask me at any time.”

For each scenario Present prepared scenario which in-
cludes a picture of a person with their name and date of
birth and an accompanying certificate. Present only the cer-
tificate to the participant so they can interact with it freely. If
the participant asks for some ID, show them the prepared ID
for the respective scenario. Let participant verify, take notes
about observations and ask follow-up questions if necessary.

After Verification Task

“Thank you. This was all the certificates to verify. Now, I want
to ask you a few questions about your understanding of the
verification process of these certificates.”

• Please walk me through the correct verification process
as you understand it in as much detail as possible.

• How, if at all, has the verification process been explained
to you?

– If it was explained: Who explained the verification
process to you?

– If it was not explained: How did you learn about
the verification process then?

• Are you aware of any ways to trick the verification pro-
cess?

– If yes: What are they and how can they be avoided?

– If no: What about the design of the certificate
makes it so hard to trick?

• Do you know what digital signatures are and how they
work?

– If yes: Can you please explain how they work?
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B Codebooks

The following tables contain the final codes we agreed upon
during the data analysis. As described in Section 4, we used
two distinct approaches, each including its own codebook.

Codebook I: Verification Behavior

Scanning the certificate
Scanning without considering other factors
Scanning even if suspicious
Scanning only when suspicious

Visual Verification
Verification based on PII

User self-checks plausibility of data on certificate
Missing PII leads to rejection of certificate
Missing PII creates suspicion

Checking visual cues
Manually check vaccination count

Assessment of certificate holder
Trust in presenter
Fear of negative consequences
Open to explanations while doubtful

Fallback strategies
Fallback to visual verification if scanning fails
Fallback to vaccination booklet if visual verification fails
Fallback to contacting superior if verification fails

Explicitly not scanning
Missing scanning device
Not scanning for practicality reasons

Checking for screenshots
Screenshot leads to rejection of certificate
Screenshot creates suspicion

Cross-check with ID

Codebook II: Verifiers’ Perceptions of Visual Digital Certificates

Threats
Screenshot seen as threat
Using another person’s certificate as threat
Vaccination booklet as threat
Fake signed certificate as threat
Physically stolen certificate as threat
Phishing type attack as threat

Understanding
Scanning required
ID check required
Verification process not explained at work
Verification process learned in real world
Verification process is self-explanatory
Interaction with certificate required
Certificate must contain PII visually
Certificate must follow specific visual appearance
Scanning requires special hardware/software
Screenshot not valid
Does know digital signatures well
Does know digital signatures partially
Does not know digital signatures
Correct verification is secure
Trust in the technology
Mistrust in the technology
Fake certificate obvious

Process
Fallback to visual verification if scanning fails
Vaccination booklet as fallback
Visual cues used for verification
User self-checks plausibility of data on certificate
Saves certificate persistently
Open to explanations while doubtful
Manual verification of personal data
Manually check vaccination count

Mentions familiarity of interface
Mentions unfamiliar interface
Prefers analogue certificate
Prefers digital certificate
Mentions privacy concerns



C Scenarios

The scenarios shown here were used for the verification task of the interview and contain valid COVID certificates that were
kindly provided by friends and family members. Since these certificates belong to real people, we include blurred versions of the
certificates used during the interviews.

When a participant asked for an ID during the verification task, we provided them with a fabricated ID that only contained the
real name and date of birth belonging to the respective certificate. The other information on the fabricated IDs was made up. We
provided no back side to the IDs as they would contain no information relevant to the task.

(a) Scenario 1: CovPass (b) Scenario 2: Obscure UI (c) Scenario 3: Paper

(d) Fabricated ID for Scenario 2

Figure 4: An example of a fabricated ID and the three scenarios
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